RHTTE SPECIAL EDITION

35 EMERGING SCHOLARS FOR 35 YEARS OF SITE

“HIGHLIGHTING EMERGENT SCHOLARS WITH IMPACTFUL RESEARCH AGENDAS IN THE FIELD”

To be considered for this special edition, emerging scholars should upload a 2,000 word submission that introduces and explains a research question or topic that drives their work along with extant literature, theory, and other relevant information. Please include the procedures or methods used to study the question or topic, the meaning gained from those methods, and a conclusion. Emerging scholars are asked to submit a 250-500 word profile about their work.

Submitting Authors Must Be:

* Tenure-Track Assistant Professors
* Clinical Professors or Teaching Faculty
* Grad Student, ABD, or Post-Doc
* Other Professional Qualifications

Call Open March 5-April 5, 2024

Submit Your Proposal
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